The Incarnations: A Novel

New York Times Notable Book of 2015
Kirkus Reviews Best Fiction Book of 2015
Finalist for the 2015 Kirkus Prize for
Fiction Winner of a Jerwood Fiction
Uncovered Prize Hailed by The New York
Times for its wildly ambitious...dazzling
use of language and mesmerizing
storytelling, The Incarnations is a brilliant,
mind-expanding, and wildly original novel
(Chris Cleave) about a Beijing taxi driver
whose past incarnations over one thousand
years haunt him through searing letters sent
by his mysterious soulmate.Who are you?
you must be wondering. I am your
soulmate, your old friend, and I have come
back to this city of sixteen million in search
of you. So begins the first letter that falls
into Wangs lap as he flips down the visor
in his taxi. The letters that follow are filled
with the stories of Wangs previous
livesfrom escaping a marriage to a spirit
bride, to being a slave on the run from
Genghis Khan, to living as a fisherman
during the Opium Wars, and being a
teenager on the Red Guard during the
cultural revolutionbound to his mysterious
soulmate, spanning one thousand years of
betrayal and intrigue. As the letters
continue to appear seemingly out of thin
air, Wang becomes convinced that
someone is watching himsomeone who
claims to have known him for over a
century. And with each letter, Wang feels
the watcher growing closer and closer
Seamlessly weaving Chinese folklore,
history, literary classics, and the notion of
reincarnation, this is a taut and gripping
novel that reveals the cyclical nature of
history as it hints that the past is never truly
settled.
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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. New York Times Notable Book of 2015 Kirkus Reviews Best The turbulent
center of Susan Barkers swirling, suspenseful novel, The Incarnations, has been a human being five times before or so
The Incarnations by Susan Barker review multilayered and masterful Each story within Barkers novel hails from a
different era, from theBest books like The Incarnations : #1 Beatlebone #2 Beauty Is a Wound #3 The Rate this book
Goodreads members who liked The Incarnations also liked:This reading group guide for The Incarnations includes an
introduction, discussion questions, ideas for enhancing your book club, and a Q&A with author SusanThe Incarnations
has 4121 ratings and 724 reviews. karen said: this book is very david mitchell-y in structure and theme, but it is
somewhat less intell The Paperback of the The Incarnations: A Novel by Susan Barker at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $25 or more!New York Times Notable Book of 2015. Kirkus Reviews Best Fiction Book of 2015. Finalist
for the 2015 Kirkus Prize for Fiction Winner of a Jerwood Fiction Her first novel was set in a hostess bar in Osaka
(Barker once taught alarmed perplexity, episodes of the drivers previous incarnations as aThe Incarnations reads as
Chinas Midnights Children. An utterly remarkable novel. Edward Wilson, The Independent. A page-turning
reincarnation fantasy .: The Incarnations: A Novel (Audible Audio Edition): Susan Barker, Timo Chen, Joy Osmanski,
Simon & Schuster Audio: Books. The Incarnations works perfectly as a collection of studied, precise short story that
conveys all of the novels themes and stylistic strengths inSummary and reviews of The Incarnations by Susan Barker,
plus links to a book excerpt from The Incarnations and author biography of Susan Barker.Editorial Reviews. Unknown.
A jackpot. This sprawling, time-bending epic somehow manages The Incarnations: A Novel - Kindle edition by Susan
Barker.She spent several years living in Beijing while working on The Incarnations, and currently lives in the UK.
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